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LiveWall Living Wall Blooms on Bloomington Parking Garage

LiveWall Green Wall Installation Stands Out as a Distinctive Design Element on the Monroe
County Parking Garage in Bloomington, Indiana

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (PRWEB) February 20, 2018 -- The new Monroe County Parking Garage in
Bloomington, Ind. features a unique LiveWall® installation. LiveWall, the green industry’s most sustainable,
durable and low-maintenance living wall system, fills five of the parking structure’s window openings with a
variety of plants that bloom in shades of yellow, red, pink, purple, and green.

“The idea was to break up the otherwise stark exterior of the six-story parking garage with an interesting and
visually appealing element, achieved by incorporating some green design,” said Stephen Andoh, AIA, LEED
AP, project manager, Axis Architecture + Interiors, the project architect.

“Many older buildings in the area have second and third story window boxes planted with flowers,” said Julie
Thomas, Monroe County commissioner. “Installing LiveWall put window boxes into the windows of the
parking garage. The green wall, with a total of 180 plants in a variety of seven annuals, is a beautiful, lively
addition to the garage

“LiveWall was a good choice for an outside green wall exposed to the elements. Its components are strong and
durable,” said Joel Fleming, project manager, Hagerman Construction Corporation, the project’s general
contractor.

“LiveWall’s structural design lent itself to a secure installation within the garage windows in a way that allows
for easy access from behind the green wall on the inside the garage,” said Logan Messmer, project engineer,
ProCLAD, Inc., a building envelop contractor selected to install the parking garage green wall

The window openings in the parking garage measure 8 feet long by 6 feet tall. ProCLAD designed and installed
a framework within the window openings with 4-inch by 4-inch by ¼-inch tube steel. They bolted the LiveWall
system’s horizontal aluminum rails to the tube steel frames. Each of the five sections of green wall has six rows
of LiveWall modular planter boxes, which slide into the rails.

LiveWall
Designed with a healthy regard for plants, LiveWall® is the patented living wall system that achieves
simplicity and sustainability in harmony with nature. LiveWall is the result of four years of R&D by the
professionals who created LiveRoof®, the superior green roof system. LiveWall green wall solutions are
engineered with horticultural and structural features specific for indoor and outdoor environments. LiveWall
supports plants as nature intended — roots growing down, stems and leaves growing up. With unsurpassed
versatility to grow a diversity of plant types, LiveWall transforms ordinary walls into inspiring, thriving vertical
landscapes that are simple to install and easy to maintain. Follow LiveWall on LinkedIn, like LiveWall on
Facebook, and for more information call 877-554-4065.

Link to Project Photos: Dropbox_LiveWall_Monroe
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Contact Information
Mike Haynes
LiveWall, LLC
http://livewall.com
+1 6169351974

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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